CANNABIS

Green Dragon
Editorial by Jamie Toth
Green Dragon has a bold yet sweet citrus diesel smell that
transforms into dense clouds of vapor even at low temperatures.
We have been working with Green Dragon since 2016.
Our Green Dragon is a culmination of years of
effort in improving the plant’s genetics for our
environment. Our Green Dragon hosts
an incredible amount of terpinolene
tempered by the heady floral, citrus,
and woody flavors contributed by
generous amounts of nerolidol
and limonene.
Because of 54 Green Acres’
commitment
to
organically
grown, small-batch cannabis,
Green Dragon is an exceptional
treat to dry herb vape. It offers
distinct flavor profiles at a range of
temperatures making it wonderful
cannabis to explore temperaturecontrolled dry herb vaping. At lower
temperatures (below 315, which is
the boiling point of THC), the vapor is
dominated initially by its chemical punch,
which is also packed with sweet, spicy citrus
flavors At 350 degrees that sweetness transforms
into a woody, earthy flavor, which is where several
of the most familiar terpenes begin to vaporize.
At 388, the flavor is reminiscent of toasted
marshmallows. If you turn up the temperature to
just below combustion, Green Dragon blasts you
with more spicy citrus flavors.
Green Dragon doesn’t require a power supply to taste
exceptional in a dry herb vape. The vapor clouds produced in the
DynaVap series of vaporizers pack most of the terpenes into a few
hits, and the hits from Green Dragon are an incredible experience.
It produces vapor clouds with the mouthfeel of smoke.
When combusted, Green Dragon produces flavorful smoke that
has more wood flavors than floral. It is a quickly expanding smoke
with pleasant citrus after flavor and the barest hint of cedar mixed
with the bright citrus and deep turpentine flavor.

While Green Dragon does boast a lot of pain relief and body buzz, it’s
also an intensely productive strain and is a great accompaniment to
a workout or a stroll through the woods. Green Dragon
produces a chatty and cerebral high, and the
delicious flavors for vaping and combusting
make it an exceptionally inviting strain
overall. The energetic, creative bursts
are tempered somewhat by the CBD
content, so many who might find
some sativas to be overwhelming
might find this one to be a treat.
Green Dragon is one of 54
Green Acres’ sativa strains. Like
her sisters, she is sungrown in
Southern Oregon using Certified
Kind Organic processes that
require the strict development
of and adherence to organic
growing processes. Everything
that 54 Green Acres uses the water
from Sucker Creek and the farm has
had water rights since 1882.
Everyone at 54 Green Acres is invested
in the quality of our methods, in addition to the
quality of their cannabis. In addition to our smallbatch cannabis crops, the farm is also home to
12 beehives and recently 54 Green Acres brought
to market some of our blackberry honey with
featuring our cannabis terpenes. Everything here
at 54 Green Acres is grown with the same level of
attention to organic processes and care and with
a deep attunement to and respect for the earth.
Our strains are carefully selected to ensure that they are a good
fit for the Illinois Valley, and the Green Dragon strain at 54 Green
Acres has a lineage of Cambodian Diesel and Dragon OG.
It would take a magical place to create a dragon. Such a creature
would only be found where water ran pure, bees and butterflies
find refuge, apples were turned into exquisite cider, and where
the swallows always return. In other words, a place exactly like 54
Green Acres.

Check us out on instagram to see
our latest photos and videos
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